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About This Game

Nine deities. Nine heroes. And only one champion. Mythical Greece. The land of gods, poets, heroes, but also of terrible
monsters and creatures.
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fairly standard rpg in that you can be a caster or a hunter with range weapons, and a hack and slash guy. the quest are fun and it
is adictive, the monsters look good also, has a weird areana fighting quest to do that are not really worth doing but still overall a
good game.. Fun game and worth the price of less then a dollar for sure. Not worth it, even at 99c on sale. Like many of the
others say, it's basically just a single player mmo. It's so grindy though that it just isn't worth it. I was so bored by playing this
game that I just couldn't stand to continue. For anyone that loves extreme grind without anyone to talk with/adventure with, this
is probably a gem. But that just isn't me, so I can't in good conscience recommend it. Play a f2p instead. Give the dollar to a
homeless person. Buy a cheeseburger. Buy a pack of gum. There are plenty of other options for your money that will satisfy you
much more than this will. If you spend it here, the dollar will feel wasted.. Okay, this one is a very. strange case. Controls are
against your gaming instincs. fighting is boring. It's like WOW, but even more boring. It's pretty much the same gameplay, but,
offline, of course. If you walk in the water(or, walking in your own death), it'll say ''YOU ARE DROWNING'' I highly doubt i'll
give this game another chance. We'll see. *EDIT* I GAVE THIS GAME A SECOND CHANCE AND MY GOD IT'S
TERRIBLE. Overall: 2/10. Avoid at all cost.. This is by far the worst RPG (maybe game) I have ever played. I bought it when it
was like 75% off that is the only luck. There was even some article from developer, crying how steam is unfair with pricing and
they are not able to make any money. Well, they do not deserve any. This game is flustrating, boring, it has no good story,
controls are bad, combat is usability nightmare. I can not tell one good thing about this - my honest recommendation is to stay
away as far as possible.. Numen is a game that I respect greatly. It may not be the greatest game in its field, but it truly shines in
its ambition to try something unique. The idea of creating a competition based system between other characters who favor
specific gods, and trying to reach an ultimate goal is what grabbed me in the beginning. What stops it from being the best it can
be is the inability to weave this narrative into the story in a solid. There will be points of conversation you will have between
other characters during your travels, but they do not mean much, and do not carry weight, as the overall mechanic of favor does
not influence your character meaningfully. I think making this a single player adventure is a strange choice, too. It screams for
multiplayer functionality, or long-term co-op adventures, but may not have been able to be done by the developer. On that note,
the developer has been amazing in communication and support for their game (at the time of release). Implementing additional
challenges and puzzles for players to solve within the world (treasure hunting), gave more of a connection of the world, inspired
by the islands of the Aegean Sea. I wish the story was better. You are able to follow a young child through their life, from
humble beginnings to completing an epic quest, but there is something that gets in the way of my investment. Maybe it is the
confusing connection between your character's level and their respective age, or maybe it is connection the game has to wanting
to be an MMO, because it certainly wants to be one of them. I only recommend this to those who wish to learn from other's
experiences, and how games are made, and who ask critical questions about development. This game is a great example of the
potential games can have to be fantastic experiences, but fall short for one reason or another. It is certainly a mixed game, and
demands patience from its players (especially when the game crashes and corrupts your save file).. If you enjoy MMOs but are
like most people and just solo them anyway, then this game is maybe worth it. If you like RPGs but need to expand your
collection with anything then get this. 99c man, why not. I'm sure it's not that bad even though personally i couldn't even make
through an hour of it.. I paid 1.99. for a game i was NOT expecting to look/play anywhere near as good as this does. the
environments are quite nice and the game play is alot of fun. TL. Diablo. TQ "ish" . loot. quests. its just a solid and fun RPG.
Edit: 26 hours finished game. i ran into no glitches or bugs myself. Just a simple hack n slash loot em up rpg. worth the funds
imo.. iz preety dank
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